
"Today's generation of young people has more power to change the course of our

future than any previous generation. I hope CGI U will embolden more students to

help solve the great challenges we all face in the 21st century." 

—President Bill Clinton

The Clinton Foundation firmly believes that no
one is too young to make a difference and
create positive change in their community. For
over a decade, President Clinton and CGI U
have worked to support the next generation of
leaders by bringing together diverse groups of
people who are committed to making the world
a better place and improving people's lives.

Inspiring Leaders, Forging Impact
CGI U is a year-round program that helps
develop the next generation of leaders and
social entreprenuers by giving undergraduate
and graduate students access to training and
mentorship opportunities, a wide range of
international experts and changemakers, and
in-person and virtual networking opportunities.

There's no cost to participate, but to be part of
this program, students must commit to
address a pressing local or global challenge.
This commitment — called a "Commitment to
Action" — takes the form of a new, specific,

and measurable project that each student
develops either as an individual or with their
peers.

These commitments fall within one of five
focus areas: Education, Environment and
Climate Change, Peace and Human Rights,
Poverty Alleviation, and Public Health.

Commitment to Action curriculum to
provide a framework on how to ideate,
design, implement, and evaluate a human-
centered impact project
Personalized mentorship through CGI U's
alumni leadership network of 13,000+
Student and alumni engagement events to
help connect members in the community,
including the CGI U annual meeting
Access to funding streams through CGI U's
partner organizations

Benefits of Participating in CGI U

cgiu.org/applycgiu.org/apply

t: (212) 710 4992   w: cgiu.org
e: cgiu@clintonglobalinitiative.org
Facebook & Instagram: @cgiuniversity
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